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"Mysterious Landscapes, Unpredictable Characters, Unforgettable Stories." 

1/21/2020 Meeting with CWC 

By George Hovis 

 

Let writing be inspired by its commonalities with your other labors. 

Most of us are more than writers.  We are involved in other kinds of labor—and not just 
our day jobs.  Cooking? Building? Computing? Nursing? How do those other skill sets transfer 
to your writing life? 

The lesson of gardening: Let the Earth work for you! 

One thing I learned from my hobby of gardening is that the earth and sun do most of the 
labor.  You’re just there to take part in the miracle.  Take the same attitude toward writing:  let 
the earth (or, rather, the places on Earth you’ve known) work for you to produce a harvest of 
words, characters, and stories. 

Every place you’ve been is a repository of your memories.  So, if you set a story or a 
scene there, even if you populate that place with thoroughly imagined characters, your memory 
will supply you with abundant possibilities for action and dialogue and conflict and the 
characters’ own memories and perceptions.  

Have faith that your settings are more than just wallpaper, sterile settings.  Believe they 
are fertile soil and will generate stories! 

Ancient peoples were animists. They believed that spirits lived in trees and streams and 
in the soil. Practice literary animism.  Penetrate the surface of a place to divine its spirit, its 
essence, its character.  And let the character of the place(s) in your story be a force that acts upon 
the other characters. 

Setting as character 

Often setting can serve as antagonist.  Maybe in an elemental way, as in those Jack 
London tales of the frozen Yukon.  The landscape literally kills the protagonist with cold.     

In Lee Smith’s fiction, you often see the mountains acting as a prison. The same is true in 
Thomas Wolfe’s fiction. 

In Clyde Edgerton’s novel Where Trouble Sleeps, he uses a traffic light to suggest 
surveillance, the way everybody in town gossips and pays too close attention to the lives of their 
neighbors.  Every time we see that “blinker light,” we look over our shoulder. 

Setting as composite and as replica 

Just as fictional characters can be composites of multiple people you have known, 
settings can be composites of multiple locations from your past.  Or, they can be lifted as direct 
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replicas of places you’ve actually known well.  And, unlike characters, you generally don’t need 
to worry about invading someone’s privacy, especially with public spaces.   

In my novel The Skin Artist, set in the Charlotte I knew from working there in the 1990s, 
I use a number of settings readers may recognize:  the NationsBank Tower (what is now the 
America’s Bank Corporate Center), the silver flying saucer called the old Coliseum, Lake 
Norman, the Double Door Inn, the Cajun Queen Restaurant.  The advantage to using such 
landmarks is that other readers bring their own memories to bear upon setting construction.   

Be efficient and collaborate with your reader. 

However, even when constructing a setting out of your imagination, remember to 
collaborate with your readers.  Provide only as many setting details as necessary to activate their 
own imaginations and memories.  For example, if you set a scene in a coffee shop, give a couple 
of sensory details:  the smell of fresh ground beans, the spitting of the espresso machine.  That’s 
enough to get the reader thinking of their own favorite coffee shop.  Don’t overwhelm the reader 
with setting details.  Too much description can be boring; a reader wants some action to occupy 
the setting you’ve built.  But, also, don’t forget about setting.  On down the page, give another 
detail or three, just to keep the reader grounded in place.  

 Be efficient, just like set designers make use of one or several settings for the theatre. 

 However, one way settings in fiction differ from their counterparts in theatre is that in 
theatre the curtain goes up and the audience experiences setting suddenly at a single glance. 
That’s not possible on the page.  Take your time, and don’t overwhelm your reader. 

Settings and characters who inhabit them 

 Often settings can serve as an extension of the characters who inhabit them.  My novel 
The Skin Artist features a tattoo artist, and the tattoo shop where he works is very much an 
embodiment of his character. The combination of original art work, posters from the Sistine 
Chapel, and Polaroids of satisfied customers suggests the combination of sophistication and 
tawdriness the artist himself embodies.  Is he a shaman or a con man? The setting begs that 
question as much as the artist’s long, esoteric lectures. 

 We see the same technique in most fiction, for example, in Thomas Wolfe’s Look 
Homeward, Angel, where two houses suggest the opposing characters of Eugene Gant’s father 
and mother.  The warmth and abundance of the family home on Woodson Street contrasts with 
the cold and drafty “Barn” of Dixieland, to which Eugene’s mother relocates him when the 
parents separate.  So, the cold of the boarding house constantly reminds the reader of the 
emotional deprivation Eugene feels as a result of his mother’s neglect, while she is busy working 
hard to support him materially.  Dixieland and Eliza Gant are two expressions of the same entity. 
She expresses the house, and it expresses her. 

 Zora Neale Hurston’s novel Their Eyes Were Watching God offers another great example 
of how setting can establish character.  The story moves from location to location as the 
protagonist, Janie Crawford, progresses through a series of three marriages.  We move from the 
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isolation of a farm in the wilderness to the prison of a cash register station in a thriving country 
store and finally to Janie’s glad immersion in a community of migrant farm workers in the 
Florida Everglades.  Each setting expresses the state of her emotional life and the comparative 
health of each successive marriage. 

 In the following passage, which chronicles Janie’s arriving at the Everglades with her 
third husband, Tea Cake, Hurston accomplishes two important goals: she establishes the setting, 
and she further establishes character by showing us how Janie perceives that setting. 

  
 To Janie’s eyes, everything in the Everglades was big and new.  Big Lake 
Okeechobee, big beans, big cane, big weeds, big everything.  Weeds that did 
well to grow waist high up the state were eight and often ten feet tall down 
there.  Ground so rich that everything went wild.  Volunteer cane just taking the 
place. Dirt roads so rich and black that a half mile of it would have fertilized a 
Kansas wheat field. Wild cane on either side of the road hiding the rest of the 
world. People wild too. (129) 
 

This description simultaneously creates both the physical world of the story and Janie’s 
interior, psychic, landscape. 

 
Outlines and Maps 

One of the questions I often hear is “Are outlines good, or bad?”  In my opinion they are 
a helpful tool, so long as they always are subject to revision and don’t restrict the unconscious 
mind in its process of discovery. 

Equally important are maps, especially in a recursive story like my novel.  The Skin Artist 
weaves back and forth between a gated Charlotte community and a seedy gothic underbelly of 
strip club and tattoo parlor, as well as an industrial park on the city’s South side and the Uptown 
corporate center, Lake Norman, and rural Gaston County.  I used a map to keep track of how 
these various settings played off of each other. 

 

Relationships Between Settings:  Generating Conflict and Structuring your Story 

If there’s any single dictum I always keep in mind about writing fiction, it is this: fiction 
is about human relationships.  Human relationships should always be the writer’s main focus, 
even if she is writing about vampires or Martians or zombies.  

Likewise, if a story features multiple settings, they will invariably be in relationship 
(often conflict) with each other. 

Think of the relationship between the river and the shoreline in Twain’s Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn.  So long as Huck and Jim are alone on the raft, floating down the river, 
something approaching genuine friendship and equality begins to happen.  But, every time they 
step ashore, they become embroiled in the social politics of slave catchers and faux aristocrats 
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and ubiquitous rednecks and run-of-the-mill white people like Tom Sawyer, who are oblivious to 
their own white privilege.  Every time Huck goes ashore, he forgets all about whatever progress 
he has made on the river in his evolution toward becoming Jim’s ally.  So, river and shore are 
antagonistic forces that structure the novel. 

A smilar contest between settings happens in my novel The Skin Artist, as the city and the 
country become competing forces in the life of the protagonist, Bill Becker.  Bill grew up in the 
sticks of Gaston County but has moved to Charlotte in hopes of living a larger life.  His 
abandonment of his past and his rural family has begun to cause all sorts of problems, which 
manifest in his worsening alcoholism, a failing marriage, loss of a corporate job, maxed out 
credit cards, and his quest to cover himself with tattoos.  The following passage suggests the 
tension he feels between these two worlds, as he drives home to confront his family: 

Up ahead he saw the exit for Billy Graham Parkway, and the hymns cranked up in 
his head—Precious Lord, take my hand, lead me on, help me stand. He turned on 
his car stereo, punched the buttons until he found a wailing guitar, and still the 
pressure of the pipe-organ built in his brain. He gritted his teeth, stomped the gas, 
but at the last minute, his foot dropped from the pedal and he felt the Mercedes 
changing lanes, gliding off to the right. 

 So he answered the altar call. He rode the Billy Graham Parkway to I-85, 
then flowed with traffic heading west. He stayed in the passing lane and listened to 
the engine hum. The NationsBank Tower haunted his rearview; in the waves of 
heat rising from pavement, downtown flickered in the distance. How long would it 
take NationsBank to erect a second tower, for them to finance a third, a tenth, a 
hundredth skyscraper? Total metastasis. The bull couldn’t run forever. There 
would come a reckoning yet. Bathed in neon, it was easy to believe yourself free, 
to live for the moment, but he was headed toward a very different landscape: mill 
houses covered in vinyl siding, tall chimneys standing alone in fields decades after 
the homeplace burned, the ghost of pig shit on the wind years after the sty 
succumbed to a sea of kudzu—everywhere reminders of past generations and their 
claims on you. 

The contrasting forces of country and town introduced here in Part I of The Skin Artist 
only become more pronounced as the story progresses.  What is true about the importance 
of developing conflict between characters can be equally true of conflict between settings. 

 

Settings and Suspense 

Just as settings can generate character, they also can generate plot.  This is 
especially true if you return to the same settings throughout your story.  The reader begins 
to suspect that something important is going to happen in each setting.  Perhaps some 
ultimate confrontation?  Some final, illuminating scene that defines the shapes of the lives 
that will continue to occupy those spaces?  The places themselves might be seen 
retrospectively as the fatal shaping force. 
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Exercises: 

1--Describe a setting and a character who inhabits that setting.  Let them both inform each other. 

 

2--Write a scene in which you use the setting to reveal character. Make the setting a real place 
you know, but put two or more invented characters in that space.  And use the setting to develop 
their relationship. Make use of one or more props provided by the setting. 

 

3--Describe a setting through the eyes of a character.  Use the description both to develop the 
setting and to tell us something about the character based on her perceptions. 

 

Questions: 

--If you have questions about using setting in stories, feel free to contact George Hovis: 

--By email at george.hovis@oneonta.edu 

--On Facebook at “George Hovis” 

--or through his website at georgehovis.net 

 

 

 

 


